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1. Introduction
Several recent pieces of work have demonstrated
that meta-data derived from encrypted traffic may be
adequately used in the context of classifying video
streams [1], [2]. Naturally, such a capability is considered quite useful in terms of group user habits to enable
adaptive QoE mechanisms [3]–[6] but is also crucial when
identifying trends of interest to intelligence agencies serving the aspect of cyber threat surveillance [7]–[12].
A common scenario of classifying meta-data to infer
the video a user is watching is when encrypted video
streams are clustered based on training labels built by a
pool of video titles. For instance, Dubin et al. in [7], [8],
compared and introduced a machine learning (ML)-based
methodology for classifying encrypted HTTP adaptive
video titles. The applicability of the proposed scheme was
demonstrated in the scenario where an external attacker
could identify a video title from the video streams as long
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Figure 1. Total megabytes per segment of three Youtube downloads,
same video title, same quality and different Wi-Fi. [8]
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Abstract—Recent stringent end-user security and privacy
requirements caused the dramatic rise of encrypted video
streams in which YouTube encrypted traffic is one of the
most prevalent. Regardless of their encrypted nature, metadata derived from such traffic flows can be utilized to
identify the title of a video, thus enabling the classification
of video streams into a single video title using a given
video title set. Nonetheless, scenarios where no video title
set is present and a supervised approach is not feasible,
are both frequent and challenging. In this paper we go
beyond previous studies and demonstrate the feasibility of
clustering unknown video streams into subgroups although
no information is available about the title name. We address
this problem by exploring Natural Language Processing
(NLP) formulations and Word2vec techniques to compose a
novel statistical feature in order to further cluster unknown
video streams. Through our experimental results over real
datasets we demonstrate that our methodology is capable
to cluster 72 video titles out of 100 video titles from a
dataset of 10,000 video streams. Thus, we argue that the
proposed methodology could sufficiently contribute to the
newly rising and demanding domain of encrypted Internet
traffic classification.
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Figure 2. Typical example of YouTube encrypted traffic via browser
(Chrome), BPP is the sum of bytes between two Off periods where Off
mean when bytes
= 0 [8]
sec

as the title of the video stream is from a given video title
set. Nonetheless, in case the title of the video stream is
not from the given set the proposed algorithm classifies
the stream as unknown video. The classification process
by Dubin et al. [8], first examined YouTube traffic and
showed that the HTTP DASH protocol, as being the main
YouTube mechanism for video streams, uses the standard
HTTP byte range mode. Thus, each segment can request a
different byte range depending on the client-side playout
buffer levels as well as network conditions. However, due
to anticipated varying network conditions, even if the user
watches the same video title with the same quality varying
bandwidths are likely to persist as presented in Fig. 1 [8].
Subsequently, with the use of the On/Off behavior of
YouTube [13] Dubin et al. [8] defined the Bit Per Peak

(BPP) feature that we also use in this work, which in
practice is the sum of bytes between two Off periods as
shown in Fig. 2. As evidenced in Fig 2, the downloads
from the Youtube server have Off periods ( bytes
sec = 0) and
between two Off periods there are peaks. From each peak
we create BPP, sum of the bytes. Hence, it was feasible
to describe a given video stream as a set of BPPs.
To respond to the need of clustering the unknown,
we first implemented the BPP values in Dubin et al. [7],
[8] as the feature vector (which is the vector of the sum
of the bytes) of a video title. Subsequently we exploited
principles of Natural Language Processing (NLP) and
developed a language from network traffic features, BPPs,
per video stream. Note that, BPPs (network traffic on/off
patterns) have distinct properties that can be used as
features for distinguishing between different titles. Finally,
we utilized the K-Means algorithm [14] to cluster the
encrypted network traffic video streams.
Therefore the main contributions of this paper are:
•
•

The first study to assess encrypted traffic clustering under an NLP formulation.
A methodology where a novel NLP-based feature
composition process is included in order to aid the
task of clustering unknown video streams when
video title information is not available.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 provides a summary of related work and highlights the novelty behind our scheme, whereas section 3
describes the dataset used in this work. Section 4 is
dedicated on presenting the methodology employed in this
work. Section 5 discusses the evaluation undertaken in this
paper, and, finally, section 6 concludes and summarizes
this paper.

2. Related Work
In general, several studies aimed to cluster groups
of encrypted traffic using only network statistics [15]–
[17]. Erman et al [15] utilised transport layer statistics
in order to cluster encrypted network traffic. Their results
indicate that clustering is indeed a useful technique for
traffic identification and achieved to classify application
protocols (e.g. http, p2p, smtp). Bacquet et al. [16] used
Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) for feature
selection and cluster count optimization to cluster application protocols from encrypted traffic. In their work, they
used the flow parameters in addition to transport layer
parameters. Hochst et al. [17] assessed mobile applications
and presented a novel approach to unsupervised traffic
flow classification based on flows statistic whereas clustering was based on a neural auto encoder. However, in
contrast to our work, most of past studies aim to cluster
the encrypted traffic into corresponding application layer
protocols with minimal success on explicitly looking at
encrypted video traffic clustering based on the video title.
Under a common mindset with our herein proposed work, Li [12] presented Silhouette; a real-time,
lightweight video classification method that only uses
statistics for video title identification; Stikkelorum [11]
used state machines to match video segments and reward segments in order to identify the video title in the
encrypted Youtube video stream. Moreover, Reed and

Kranch [9] used direct network observations to identify
Netflix videos streaming, and Schuster et al. [10] noted
that video streams are uniquely characterized by their
burst patterns, such that by implementing a Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) they could accurately identify
them.
Nonetheless, regardless of the insightful outputs of
the aforementioned studies they all were restricted to
classifying video streams from well-known video title sets.
Hence, to date there is no method that explicitly attempted
to classify or at least cluster video streams that were
identified as unknown.

3. Dataset Description
As already mentioned, this work assesses the clustering of encrypted video streams with no a-priori knowledge
or access on a known set of labeled video titles. Therefore,
we collected a dataset of 10,000 YouTube video streams.
The dataset was downloaded using a real-world Internet
connection over a period of several months under different
real-world network conditions using Chrome as a browser.
In this study we decided to use the Chrome browser for
two reasons, since it is the most popular browser with
growing popularity and due to the fact that the YouTube
On/Off behavior exists in all the browsers [13]. We downloaded the entire data-set from several network connections and conditions using the Selenium web automation
tool [18] with ChromeDriver [19] for the crawler. This
simulates a user video download to mimic normal user
behavior. We did not assume any prior knowledge about
how many different flows existed per stream. Our resulted
dataset contains 100 video titles, where each video title
was downloaded 100 times. We used popular YouTube
videos from different categories such as news and sports.
In each download stream, we utilise the auto mode of the
YouTube player where the player decides which quality
representation to download based on estimations of the
client’s network conditions.
Lets define j as a video title and vsj as video stream
of video title j . When a user watches a video title j , the
stream data which is the packets downloaded from the
server to the client define as the video stream. Due to the
fact that we download every video title several times (e.g.
100 times), we define vsm,j as a video stream number m
of title j where in our case m ∈ [1 − 100] (streams) and
j ∈ [1−100] (titles). A summary of the dataset parameters
can be seen in Table 1
TABLE 1. DATASET PARAMETERS
Number of video titles
Number of video streams
per video title
Total number of video
streams
Video types
Browser
Automation
YouTube player

100
100
10,000 (100*100)
news, sports, nature, video
trailers, GoPro
Chrome
Selenium
Auto Mode

4. Clustering the Unknown
In this section we present our methodology as demonstrated in Fig. 3. The first module is the preprocessor
module where we eliminate retransmissions and audio
packets from the video stream as described in Section
4.1. Within the second module, the encrypted traffic data
are processed in order to create the BPPs for each video
stream by combining the packets (full packet, header and
payload) between two Off periods within the observed
peaks.
In the third module the Word2vec algorithm is employed in order to generate a language from network traffic
features and compose the novel features that are based
on the previously created BPPs. As evidenced in Fig. 3,
the fourth module is in charge of triggering the K-means
algorithm, in order to cluster the collected video streams
under an unsupervised fashion by using the NLP-based
features created in the third module as described in Section
4.2. Finally, the last module is dedicated at evaluating
the clustering procedure undertaken in the fourth module.
We evaluate our algorithm by calculating the number of
different video titles have in each bin, where optimal
algorithm will have video streams from only one video
title in each bin.

4.1. Preprocessing
First, based on the well-known five tuple representation: protocol (TCP/UDP), src IP, dst IP, src port, dst
port we divide the encrypted traffic into flows. Then, to
decide whether the flow is a YouTube stream we use
either the Service Name Indication (SNI) field in the
Client Hello message (e.g. googlevideos.com) or machine
learning techniques [20], [21]. Then we can remove audio
packets; i.e., bursts below 400kB, since video traffic bursts
are much larger. Note that the audio data and the video
data can be found in the same flow and in some cases
we cannot distinguish between them. Finally, to avoid the
influence of network conditions as much as possible we
eliminate TCP re-transmissions using a TCP stack [22].

4.2. Feature Composition
The direct use of raw data in a machine learning
method is problematic since raw data tend to be nonstructured and normally contain redundant information.
A natural and prominent solution is to initially perform
feature extraction and then feature selection to construct a
structured representation that in parallel is tailored to the
specific problem domain.
Unsupervised classification learning methods learn a
classification function from a set of unlabeled examples
by using heuristics. Based on the herein reported problem
domain, we cluster unknown video streams to determine
whether there are streams of the same video title, without
a-priori knowledge of the video title. This requires using unsupervised learning for classification. One example
of an unsupervised algorithm is the K-Means algorithm
[14], which approximates a division of the dataset into n
distinct clusters of equal variance where each cluster is
described by the mean. Hence, K-Means attempts to find
the mean values that minimize the intra-cluster sum of

squares; i.e., the squared Euclidean distance between all
samples within a cluster and its respective mean.
The core principle of NLP is to understand the meaning of a word. Although the general, human-like ability
to understand language remains elusive, certain methods have been successful in capturing similarities between words. Recently, neural-network based approaches
in which words are embedded into a low dimensional
space have been proposed by various authors [23], [24].
These models represent each word as a d-dimensional
vector of real numbers. Vectors that are close to each
other were shown to be semantically related by Mikolov
et al. [25], [26]. Mikolov et al., proposed a skip-gram
with a negative-sampling training method which enables
an efficient embedding of words that achieves striking
results on various linguistic tasks.
In the skip-gram model, unlike most previously used
neural network architectures for learning word vectors,
the training process does not involve dense matrix multiplications. Rather, the model aims to learn high quality
vector representations of words from large amounts of
unstructured text data. Generally speaking, for a sentence
of n words w1 , ..., wn , contexts of a word wi come from
a window of size win around the word: Ci (win) =
w(i−win) , ..., w(i−1) , wi , w(i+1) , ..., w(i+win) , where win
is a parameter and Ci is the context. The window size win
can be either static or dynamic; if dynamic the parameter
win denotes the maximal window size and for each word
in the corpus, a window size win is sampled uniformly
from 1, ..., n.
Goldberg [27] found that larger windows induce embeddings that are more topical or associative, thus improving their performance on analogy test sets, whereas
smaller windows induce more functional and synonymic
models leading to better performance on similarity test
sets. The window size effect on the encrypted network
traffic clustering is unknown and is discussed here for the
first time.
In our problem domain, clustering video titles, we
define a BPP as a word wi (convert the integer value
to a word). Moreover, a vector of BPPs converted from
integers (number of bits between On/Off period) into
set of words and become a sentence of n words. Our
feature transformation works as follows. For each video
stream we extract the BPPs and transform them into a
vector of strings instead of a vector of integers. Then, we
use Word2vec with Skip-gram and empirical re-iterations
selecting the best window sizes based on the clustering
algorithm ability to cluster the same titles in a single
cluster bin as our metric. The Word2vec window size
defines the maximum distance between the current and
predicted word within a sentence.

5. Performance Evaluation
We aimed to cluster the video streams into bins
where each bin is a different video title, when no information is available about this title. Therefore, if the
algorithm clusters video streams with the same title into
the same bin we increase the value of the bin by one.
In the end, the value of the bin emphasis the number
of different title clustered by the algorithm. An optimal
algorithm will cluster video streams of the same title

Figure 3. The 5 modules of the proposed methodology for clustering encrypted video streams.

Figure 4. Number of distinct video titles, BPP values as features, Kmeans, k = 100

into one bin and therefore the value of each bin will
be one. Otherwise, if the clustering puts different video
titles in the same bin, for each title we increase the
value of the bin by one. For example, if in a bin we
clustered vs1,1 , vs5,1 , vs9,1 , vs80,1 , vs8,7 , vs15,7 , vs97,7 (4
video streams of video title 1 and 3 video streams of video
title 7) so the value of this bin will be, 2 which is the
number of different video title. To summarized, in order
to assess the clustering algorithm we calculate the number
of different video titles have in each bin (we sum up the
value of j in each bin).
First we assessed the performance of our scheme using
the BPPs as vector of integers. The findings can be found
in Fig. 4. The figure indicates that bin ’0’ has a value of
48, which means 48 distinct video titles clustered to this
center whereas bin ’98’ has a value of 2 which means only
streams from 2 different videos were clustered into this
bin. Unfortunately, only a single bin (bin ’92’) separated
a single title whereas the others have many titles.
An analysis of the feature vectors revealed high variance of the BPP values and the number of BPPs in
the video stream. This may have led to the well known
dimension problem where the number of dimensions tends
to infinity, and the distance between any two points in
the dataset converges. Thus, the maximum distance and
minimum distance between any two points of the dataset
will be the same [28]. To reduce the high dimensionality
in our datasets we employed the Principal Components
Analysis (PCA) method. Figures 5 -7 depict the PCA with
K-means. They show that a separation is possible but it
remains unclear how many titles are in each cluster bin.
This result underscored the need for an alternative
data transformation where the relationship between the
assessed features is derived. We used Word2vec [25],
[26] to transform the numerical BPP feature into a word.
Hence, each video stream became to a vector of words.
Subsequent to language creation from the network
traffic features, we explored the influence of the Word2vec
window size. Figure 8 illustrates Word2vec with k-means’
ability to separate the data with different window sizes.
As evidenced from the figure, the best window size is 82

Figure 5. BPP values as features, K-means + PCA, k = 10

Figure 6. BPP values as features, K-means + PCA, k = 100

where this value separated the titles into 72 distinct bins
out of 100 (72 bins with value equal to one).
Figure 9 presents the results of clustering with Kmeans using the Word2vec. The plot shows that most
of the titles have a value of 1, thus indicating that only
streams of this title cluster to the bin and the others in
most cases have a low value. Note that, in some cases
where the value of the bin is small (e.g. 2-4) it means that
the algorithm cluster video streams of several video title
into the same bin. Therefore, in those cases our algorithm
achieve also good results.
Figures 10 - 11 present a deep analysis of the resulted
bins (i.e. clusters). In practice, the resulted plots show the
name (unique and short name we gave to each movie due
to lack of space in the figure) of the video titles clustered
to a given bin and the number of streams of the same

Figure 7. Number of distinct video titles, BPP values as features, Kmeans + PCA, k = 100

Figure 11. Bin number 21 - an example of good clustering, only two
titles are in the same bin. The titles are ”Party”, large font (represent
many streams of the title) and ”single”, very small font (represent few
streams of the title)

Figure 8. Optimizing the Word2vec window size, number of distinct
clusters Vs Word2vec window size

of the ratios between the largest class in each cluster to the
size of the cluster. Our algorithm, K-means with Word2vec
and window size 82, achieved a clustering purity of 0.566.
The average Silhouette value [30] is a measurement
that lies in the range [−1, 1] and indicates the tightness of
the clustering separation. For each data point, its Silhouette value is measured (a value in the range [−1, 1]) and
this value which indicate how close is it to it’s neighboring
clusters. When −1 indicates that the point is close to
a neighboring cluster, and value of 1 is preferred and
indicating the no relations to the neighbor clusters. Our
algorithm, K-means with Word2vec with window size 82,
have average Silhouette value of 0.453.

6. Conclusions
Figure 9. Number of distinct video titles, BPP values as words, Word2vec
+ K-means, win = 82, k = 100

title clustered. The large font indicates the number of
video streams of the same title clustered to this bin. For
instance, in the case of bin ’9’ in Fig. 10, we can see that
several titles clustered to this bin where in the case of bin
’21’ in Fig. 11, only two titles were clustered. In Fig. 11,
only video streams of title ”Party” and ”String” clustered,
where many of the video streams clustered to the video
title ”Party” but only a few to the title ”Single”.
In general, Fig.11 depicts the greater picture in terms
of the novelty in this paper. As explained earlier, our
methodology manages to demonstrate the feasibility of
clustering unknown video streams into subgroups when
no information is available about the title name. We can
see that in most of the cases, 72, we clustered the video
streams of a video title into one bin. Even in the cases
when we fail to cluster streams of only one video title to
the same bin, our algorithm clustered streams of few titles
(e.g. 2-5).
The clustering purity [29] measures the average value

Figure 10. Bin number 9 - an example of bad clustering, with many
titles in the same bin

This work addressed the challenging aspect of encrypted video stream classification with no a-priori knowledge of video title names and assessed explicitly the
YouTube case. We have proposed a novel synergistic
method where features derived by packet-based volume
features such as the sum of bits on YouTube’s On/Off
feature (i.e. BPPs) are treated under an NLP paradigm
to compose a meaningful feature set. By utilising the
proposed feature set we demonstrate over real datasets
that we may efficiently and accurately cluster unknown
encrypted video streams under an unsupervised clustering
scheme. We argue that to the best of our knowledge
this is the first work illustrating clustering of encrypted
video stream titles using an NLP approach. We finally
claim, that the herein reported findings may establish
strong foundations towards the composition of scalable
and accurate classification schemes for encrypted traffic.
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